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SUMMARY

Phase transitions driven by intrinsically disordered
protein regions (IDRs) have emerged as a ubiquitous mechanism for assembling liquid-like RNA/
protein (RNP) bodies and other membrane-less
organelles. However, a lack of tools to control intracellular phase transitions limits our ability to understand their role in cell physiology and disease. Here,
we introduce an optogenetic platform that uses light
to activate IDR-mediated phase transitions in living
cells. We use this ‘‘optoDroplet’’ system to study
condensed phases driven by the IDRs of various
RNP body proteins, including FUS, DDX4, and
HNRNPA1. Above a concentration threshold, these
constructs undergo light-activated phase separation, forming spatiotemporally definable liquid
optoDroplets. FUS optoDroplet assembly is fully
reversible even after multiple activation cycles.
However, cells driven deep within the phase boundary form solid-like gels that undergo aging into irreversible aggregates. This system can thus elucidate
not only physiological phase transitions but also
their link to pathological aggregates.
INTRODUCTION
Cellular function relies on coordinating the thousands of reactions that simultaneously take place within the cell. Cells accomplish this task, in large part, by spatio-temporally controlling
these reactions using diverse intracellular organelles. In addition to classic membrane-bound organelles such as secretory
vesicles, mitochondria, and the endoplasmic reticulum, cells
harbor a variety of membrane-less organelles. Most of these
are abundant in both RNA and protein and are referred to as
ribonucleoprotein (RNP) bodies. Among dozens of examples
are nuclear bodies such as nucleoli, Cajal bodies, and PML
bodies, and cytoplasmic germ granules, stress granules, and
processing bodies (Mao et al., 2011; Anderson and Kedersha,
2009; Buchan and Parker, 2009; Handwerger and Gall, 2006).
By impacting a number of RNA processing reactions within cells,
these structures appear to play a central role in controlling the

overall flow of genetic information and are also increasingly
implicated as crucibles for protein aggregation pathologies (Li
et al., 2013; Ramaswami et al., 2013).
From a biophysical standpoint, these structures are remarkable in that they have no enclosing membrane and yet their overall size and shape may be stable over long periods (hours or
longer), even while their constituent molecules exhibit dynamic
exchange over timescales of tens of seconds (Phair and Misteli,
2000). Moreover, many of these structures have recently been
shown to exhibit additional behaviors typical of condensed liquid
phases. For example, P granules, nucleoli, and a number of other
membrane-less bodies will fuse into a single larger sphere when
brought into contact with one another (Brangwynne et al.,
2009, 2011; Feric and Brangwynne, 2013) in addition to wetting
surfaces and dripping in response to shear stresses. These
observations have led to the hypothesis that membrane-less organelles represent condensed liquid states of RNA and protein
that assemble through intracellular phase separation, analogous
to the phase transitions of purified proteins long observed in vitro
by structural biologists (Ishimoto and Tanaka, 1977; Vekilov,
2010). Consistent with this view, RNP bodies and other membrane-less organelles appear to form in a concentration-dependent manner, as expected for liquid-liquid phase separation
(Brangwynne et al., 2009; Weber and Brangwynne, 2015; Nott
et al., 2015; Wippich et al., 2013; Molliex et al., 2015). These
studies suggest that cells can regulate membrane-less organelle
formation by altering proximity to a phase boundary. Movement
through such an intracellular phase diagram could be accomplished by tuning concentration or intermolecular affinity, using
mechanisms such as posttranslational modification (PTM) and
nucleocytoplasmic shuttling.
Recent work has begun to elucidate the molecular driving
forces and biophysical nature of intracellular phases. Weak
multivalent interactions between molecules containing tandem
repeat protein domains appear to play a central role (Li et al.,
2012; Banjade and Rosen, 2014). A related driving force is the
promiscuous interactions (e.g., electrostatic, dipole-dipole)
between segments of conformationally heterogeneous proteins,
known as intrinsically disordered protein/regions (IDP/IDR,
which are typically low complexity sequences [LCS]). RNA binding proteins often contain IDRs with the sequence composition
biased toward amino acids including R, G, S, and Y, which
comprise sequences that have been shown to be necessary
and sufficient for driving condensation into liquid-like protein
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droplets (Elbaum-Garfinkle et al., 2015; Nott et al., 2015; Lin
et al., 2015). The properties of such in vitro droplets have recently
been found to be malleable and time-dependent (Elbaum-Garfinkle et al., 2015; Zhang et al., 2015; Weber and Brangwynne,
2012; Molliex et al., 2015; Lin et al., 2015; Xiang et al., 2015; Patel
et al., 2015), underscoring the role of IDR/LCSs in both liquid-like
physiological assemblies and pathological protein aggregates.
Despite these advances, almost all recent studies rely primarily on in vitro reconstitution, due to a lack of tools for probing protein phase behavior within the living cellular context. However, a
growing suite of optogenetic tools has been developed to control
protein interactions in living cells. The field has primarily focused
on precise control over homo- or hetero-dimerization (Toettcher
et al., 2011; Kennedy et al., 2010; Levskaya et al., 2009),
although recent work suggests the potential of optogenetics
for studying intracellular phases; light-induced protein clustering
can be used to activate cell surface receptors (Bugaj et al., 2013),
as well as to trap proteins into inactive complexes (Lee et al.,
2014; Taslimi et al., 2014).
Here, we introduce an optogenetic platform that can be
used to dynamically modulate intracellular protein interactions,
enabling the spatiotemporal control of phase transitions within
living cells. We demonstrate the ability to induce reversible
liquid-liquid phase separation, both globally and at specific subcellular locations. This system reveals that the location within the
phase diagram dictates the material state of phase-separated
IDR clusters—ranging from dynamic liquid droplets to arrested
but reversible gels, which can over time mature into irreversible
aggregates.
RESULTS
Fusing Intrinsically Disordered Proteins to Cry2 Leads to
Rapid Light-Dependent Clustering
Many RNA binding proteins contain self-associating IDRs that
can drive phase separation (Nott et al., 2015; Elbaum-Garfinkle
et al., 2015; Lin et al., 2015; Patel et al., 2015; Molliex et al.,
2015). However, additional RNA binding domains can enhance
phase separation via multivalent interactions with RNA. For
example, FUS is an ALS-related RNA binding protein involved
in diverse nucleic acid processing including DNA repair, transcription and pre-mRNA splicing (Schwartz et al., 2015; Dormann and Haass, 2013). While the self-associating N-terminal
IDR of FUS has been shown to be necessary and sufficient for
liquid-liquid phase separation (Patel et al., 2015), C-terminal
RNA binding domains appear to further promote phase separation (Burke et al., 2015; Lin et al., 2015).
Inspired by these prior in vitro findings, we sought to
dynamically tune the interaction strength within living cells
and thereby control intracellular phase transitions. To accomplish this, we fused the ‘‘sticky’’ IDR from various proteins to
the photolyase homology region (PHR) of Arabidopsis thaliana
Cry2, a light-sensitive protein which is known to self-associate
upon blue light exposure (Bugaj et al., 2013) (Figure 1A). We
reasoned that an IDR-Cry2 fusion protein would recapitulate
the modular domain architecture of many phase separating
proteins, but confer tunable light-dependence to its multivalent interactions.
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We first expressed mCherry-labeled Cry2 PHR (Cry2WT) in
NIH 3T3 cells and tested blue light-mediated clustering. Consistent with previous reports (Taslimi et al., 2014; Lee et al., 2014),
Cry2WT alone showed little clustering upon blue light activation
(Figure 1B). Strikingly, fusing the N-terminal IDR of FUS (FUSN) to
Cry2WT (optoFUS) leads to rapid blue light-dependent cluster
assembly in most cells (Figures 1B and 1C). We find similar results upon fusing the C-terminal IDR of the ALS-related RNA
binding protein HNRNPA1 (optoHNRNPA1), or the N-terminal
IDR of DDX4 (optoDDX4), both of which have been reported to
drive liquid-liquid phase separation (Nott et al., 2015; Molliex
et al., 2015) (Figures 1B and 1C).
optoDroplet Formation Exhibits a Threshold in Both
Concentration and Light Intensity
The rapid light-activated assembly of our optoIDR constructs
into spherical, droplet-like clusters suggests this assembly process may represent light-inducible phase separation within the
cell. Consistent with this hypothesis, we frequently observe
small clusters dissolving at the expense of larger nearby droplets, particularly within the nucleus (Figure S1A). This is reminiscent of an effect known as Ostwald ripening, well known to occur
in systems undergoing phase separation (Voorhees, 1992).
We speculated that intracellular phase separation could arise
from an increased self-association affinity of Cry2 upon blue light
activation, which would represent a controllable change to the
effective valency of the constructs, resulting in the crossing of
a phase boundary above a saturation concentration. To test
this picture, we took advantage of the ability to change the concentration of light-activated constructs using two independent
methods: (1) by changing blue light intensity, and (2) by changing
the total concentration of optoIDR molecules within the cell.
Consistent with light-activated phase separation, the formation
of optoFUS droplets shows a strong dependence on blue light
activation intensity (Figure 2A; Movie S1). For an activation protocol that begins at a very weak power, we initially find that no
cells exhibit droplets, even after continuous weak blue light activation for 16 min. However, when we tripled the blue light power,
those cells that express high levels of the optoFUS construct
assemble droplets. Distinct and spatially separated droplets
slowly nucleate and then grow in size; similar behavior is seen
in both optoDDX4 and optoHNRNPA1 constructs (Figures S1B
and S1C). Qualitatively, this behavior is very similar to the wellknown nucleation and growth regime observed in phase separating systems that are only shallowly supersaturated (Vekilov,
2010). Upon increasing blue light power further, even cells with
low-expression of optoFUS rapidly assemble droplets, highlighting the switch-like behavior of light-induced clustering.
We next tested the dependence of droplet assembly kinetics
on the total concentration of optoFUS. Blue light power was fixed
and assembly was examined in cells with different expression
levels (Figure 2B); we estimated intracellular optoFUS concentrations ranging from 0.2–13 mM (see the STAR Methods),
comparable to the estimated intracellular concentration of
endogenous FUS (1–10 mM) (Patel et al., 2015). Consistent
with the results obtained for varying blue-light activation, we
observe that the lowest expressing cells do not form droplets
at all. Interestingly, for cells that do form droplets, the higher
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Figure 1. Rapid Light-Dependent Clustering of IDR Fused Cry2
(A) Schematic diagram of the optogenetic platform. Three IDR-containing RNA binding proteins are used in this study: FUS, DDX4, and HNRNPA1. The ‘‘optoIDR’’
construct consists of the N-terminal IDR fused to mCherry fluorescent protein and the Cry2PHR domain.
(B) Blue light activation of optoIDRs leads to rapid clustering in living cells. Representative fluorescence images of light-activated assembly of Cry2WT, optoFUS,
optoDDX4, and optoHNRNPA1. All cells here are at similar expression levels and activated under identical conditions. Scale bar, 20 mm.
(C) Temporal evolutions of integrated fluorescence intensity density of cytoplasmic (except optoHNRNPA1 that predominantly localized in nucleus) clusters for
cells shown in (B).

the expression level, the faster the assembly kinetics (Figure 2B);
similar behavior was seen with optoDDX4 and optoHNRNPA1
(Figures S1D and S1E). Moreover, higher expressing cells
exposed to weaker blue light show similar clustering kinetics
as lower expressing cells exposed to stronger light (Figure 2C).
Taken together, these data suggest that the concentration
of light-activated optoIDR is a key determinant for droplet
formation.
A Kinetic Model of Light-Induced Phase Separation
Quantitatively Matches Experimental Observations
To quantitatively test whether this system reflects light-controllable phase separation, we developed a simple kinetic framework for measuring the concentration of activated molecules
and its relationship to the onset of droplet condensation. We assume that the inactivated state undergoes a first-order reaction
to the activated state, with a reaction rate proportional to light intensity, according to k1 = kact*[blue], where kact is an activation
rate constant and [blue] is the intensity of activating blue light
(Figure 3A). The activated molecules can also convert back to
the inactivated state, at a rate given by k2. In this model, blue light

exposure increases the concentration of activated, self-associating molecules, which drives global phase separation upon
exceeding the saturation concentration, i.e., when Cact > Csat.
To test our phase separation model, we employed a series of
activation protocols with different activation intervals and blue
light power (Figures 3B and S2A). We utilize cycles of light followed by dark, because this allows us to probe both the activation rate constant, kact, and the inactivation rate constant, k2.
When optoFUS cells are exposed to a pulse train of activating
light stimuli with high enough intensity, cells form droplets typically after a short lag phase. As molecules are recruited into
droplets, the background concentration (fluorescence intensity)
outside of droplets decreases (Figures S2B and S2C). When the
interval between consecutive pulses is long, we observe cycles
of partial assembly and disassembly, but for intervals shorter
than 1 min the background intensity exhibits a monotonic decay
to a steady state, Cbg,st (Figures S2B and S2C).
In the simplest phase-transition model, the steady-state
background concentration is equal to a sum of the concentration
of inactivated molecules, Cinact,st, and the activated molecules outside clusters, Csat (Figure 3B). Expressing Cinact,st as a
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Figure 2. The Concentration of Activated Molecules Is a Key Determinant for Light-Activated Droplet Assembly
(A) Top: a sequence of increasing blue light intensity applied to optoFUS cells. Bottom: images of optoFUS cells taken during the activation sequence (time points
indicated by arrows). Scale bar, 20 mm. See also Movie S1.
(B) Images of optoFUS cells with varying expression levels (numeric values on the left, a.u.) exposed to identical blue light activation conditions. Scale bar, 10 mm.
(C) Example images of optoFUS cells showing compensating effects of the expression level and blue light intensity. Cells with 2-fold lower expression levels
were activated with 3.5-fold higher blue light intensity, yielding similar clustering kinetics. Scale bar, 10 mm.
See also Figure S1.

fraction Finact,st of the total concentration: Cinact,st = Finact,stCtot,
the steady-state background concentration is thus Cbg,st =
Finact,stCtot + Csat. Consistent with this model prediction, the
steady-state background concentration of optoFUS cells
increases linearly with total concentration (Figure 3C). Moreover, varying activation intervals yield different slopes (Finact,st),
but converge to a similar y-intercept (Csat, corresponding to
1.4 mM), consistent with the saturation concentration representing an intrinsic property of the optoFUS construct (Figure 3C). Indeed, the identical activation protocol, when applied
to optoDDX4 cells, yields 2-fold lower Csat (Figure S2D), implying
stronger intermolecular interaction between DDX4 IDRs.
We next sought to utilize this kinetic framework to quantify the
rate constants for activation. We first computed the steady-state
fraction of inactivated molecules for each cell using the relationship, Finact,st = (Cbg,st  Csat)/Ctot, and the measured saturation
concentration. In agreement with the model predictions, the
fraction of inactivated molecules increases with either longer
activation intervals or weaker blue light intensity (Figures 3D
and S2A). This data can be well-fit to the functional dependence
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predicted by the model, yielding values for the rate constants,
kact = 7.4 ± 4.7 mW1s1 and k2 = 0.011 ± 0.005 s1 (see the
STAR Methods). Moreover, our data also agree with the model
prediction that at high enough power, the inactivated fraction becomes independent of blue light intensity, because all molecules
already populate the activated state (Figure 3D). Finally, phase
separation should only occur if the total concentration of activated molecules exceeds the saturation concentration, Csat.
This prediction is in good agreement with our data, which
show a sharp concentration threshold for the activated molecules, below which no cytoplasmic clusters are observed
(Figure 3E).
Numerical Modeling of Light-Activated Liquid-Liquid
Phase Separation
The above kinetic model provides a simple framework for quantifying the saturation concentration, which defines the phase
boundary of the optoIDR system. To further understand the
origin and dynamics of this light-activated phase separation
process, we formulated a mesoscale continuum model. In this
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Figure 3. OptoFUS Clustering Is a Light-Activated Phase Transition
All experiments in this figure were performed with the optoFUS construct.
(A) Schematic diagram of light activation kinetics of Cry2. kact and k2 denote activation and inactivation rate constants, respectively. Cact and Cinact denote
activated and inactivated molecule concentrations, respectively. Kinetic rate equations for light activation are given below the schematic.
(B) Light activation protocols with varying lengths of the activation interval, T, are employed to activate cells and temporal evolution of background fluorescence
intensity outside of clusters, Cbg (black solid line in the example plot), is measured during clustering until it reaches steady state (red dotted line). Cinact,st and
Finact,st denote steady-state concentration and fraction of inactivated molecules, respectively. Ctot and Csat represent total and saturation concentration,
respectively.
(C) Left: steady-state background fluorescence intensities of individual cells (open circles) under the given activation interval increase linearly (solid lines) with
total concentration of molecules. In our kinetic framework, the y intercept and the slope of the linear fit correspond to the saturation concentration, Csat, and
inactivated molecule fraction at steady state, Finact,st, respectively. Right: the saturation concentration is independent of activation intervals used. A red dashed
line represents average of saturation concentrations measured at five different activation intervals and error bars are 95% confidence intervals of linear fits.
(D) Steady-state fractions of inactivated molecules increase with either longer activation intervals or weaker blue light intensities. Blue light powers (488 nm, in mW)
used in the measurements are specified. Solid lines denote a global fit to data using the kinetic model (see Equation 8 in the STAR Methods). Error bars, SDs.
(E) Steady-state concentrations of activated molecules for all cells examined were calculated using measured kinetic parameters, which show a clear concentration threshold for light-mediated clustering. A dotted horizontal line indicates the saturation concentration measured in (C).
(F) Phase diagram calculated using the mesoscale continuum model with cAB = 3, cAC = 3, cBC = 3.75. The solid gold lines indicate two different expression
levels of fixed fA + fB. The red circles and arrow highlight an example activation pathway through which phase separation is induced, and the solid gray lines are
the line of steady-state concentration ratios preferred by the reaction terms for (k1 = 0.01 and T = 50), (k1 = 0.01 and T = 17.5) and (k1 = 0.2 and T = 75) from top to
bottom. The left-hand side of phase boundary represents the saturation concentration.
(G) Snapshots of droplet assembly from the simulation for the phase-transition pathway (red arrow) shown in (F).
See also Figures S2 and S3.

model, we describe the cytoplasm as a mixture of three chemical species; inactivated molecules of concentration fA ð!
r Þ,
!
activated molecules of concentration fB ð r Þ, and all other cyto-

plasmic molecules at concentration fC ð!
r Þ; the fluid is incompressible such that fA + fB + fC = 1. The free energy of the
mixture is taken to be that of a ternary regular solution model,
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Figure 4. FUSN-Cry2olig Shows Rapid Clustering with Lower Saturation Concentration
Than optoFUS

A

B

(A) Time-lapse images of cells with Cry2olig and
FUSN-Cry2olig upon blue light activation. FUSN
fusion leads to rapid cluster assembly. Scale bar,
20 mm.
(B) Temporal evolutions of integrated fluorescence intensity of cytoplasmic clusters for cells
shown in (A).
(C) Steady-state background intensities of individual FUSN-Cry2olig cells (open circles) under various
activation intervals versus total concentration of
molecules. The cyclic activation protocol identical
to one used for optoFUS (Figures 3B and 3C) was
applied for FUSN-Cry2olig cells. Solid lines are
linear fits to data, yielding 5-fold lower saturation
concentration than optoFUS.
See also Figure S4.

C

background concentration are very similar
to the experimental measurements (Figures S2C and S3A).
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where cij ð r Þ define the strength of interaction between i and j
molecules, and li is the surface energy coefficient for population i; free energies of this type have been used in similar
contexts (Lee et al., 2013; Berry et al., 2015). The first three
terms represent the entropic contribution, which will tend to
keep the system mixed. However, depending on the chosen
interaction parameters cij and average concentrations fA,
fB, and fC, the equilibrium state may consist of a single
uniformly mixed phase or the coexistence of two or three
phases with differing average concentrations (see the STAR
Methods).
The phase diagram for this ternary system highlights how
intracellular phase space can be explored via modulation of
blue light intensity, k1 (Figure 3F). For a fixed expression level
of optoFUS molecules (fA + fB), activation and inactivation reactions move the system through phase space along diagonals of
constant fA + fB (Figure 3F; gold lines). Phase separation is
induced when an initially A-rich/B-poor system is activated
with a sufficiently large light stimulus to cross the two-phase
miscibility boundary (i.e., when the red arrow crosses the green
phase boundary in Figure 3F), resulting in growing droplets as
seen in Figure 3G. When the model is simulated with cyclic
stimuli as in our experiments, the time evolution of the average
species concentrations, oscillations and gradual decay in the
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OptoDroplets Assembled with a
Variant Light-Activation Domain
The preceding experiments and theoretical analysis show that fusing self-associating IDRs to the light activation domain
of Cry2WT enables light-activated phase separation. We
wondered whether it is also possible to modulate the assembly
dynamics by changing the light activation domain. Previously,
a point mutant version of Cry2 (E490G), known as Cry2olig,
was shown to exhibit significant clustering (Taslimi et al.,
2014). We find that the assembly of Cry2olig is also dramatically
enhanced when it is fused to FUSN, exhibiting 9-fold faster assembly under similar expression level and activation conditions
(Figures 4A and 4B), which is comparable to the rapid assembly
of our optoFUS construct (i.e., FUSN-Cry2WT).
Applying the same method of cycled light activation described
above (Figures 3B and 3C), we found that there is also a saturation concentration of FUSN-Cry2olig (Figure 4C). However, the
saturation concentration of FUSN-Cry2olig is 5-fold lower than
optoFUS, consistent with the point mutation (E490G) in Cry2olig
increasing homo-interaction strength. Moreover, we found that
the inactivation rate of FUSN-Cry2olig is 5-fold slower than optoFUS (Figure S4A), consistent with the previous findings (Taslimi
et al., 2014). These results suggest that utilizing IDR fusions
with various other self-associating optogenetic proteins could
be used to tune the dynamics of light-induced intracellular phase
separation.
Rapid Growth and Fast Inactivation Lead to Localized
Phase Separation
Local changes in molecular interaction strength can induce intracellular phase separation at specific subcellular locations, as in
the case of P granule condensation during C. elegans embryo
development (Brangwynne et al., 2009). We speculated that by
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Figure 5. Localized Phase Transitions
(A) Time-lapse images of localized cluster formation for optoFUS. A circular area with a diameter of 1.9 mm (white dotted line) was periodically stimulated with blue
light every 7.2 s. Scale bar, 10 mm. See also Movie S2.
(B) Temporal evolution of integrated intensity density of clusters versus distance away from the activation zone for clusters in (A). Solid lines are experimental data.
Dashed lines are calculated droplet volume fraction profiles, qd(x,t), using coarse-grained phase-transition model (all parameters used in the calculation are listed
in Table S1).
(C and D) Time-lapse images of optoFUS (C) and FUSN-Cry2olig (D) showing clusters formed upon a single line activation (white dotted line). Scale bar, 10 mm.
(E) Temporal evolution of standard deviations of integrated intensity density distributions for cells in (C) and (D). Insets: integrated intensity density distributions
versus distance away from the activation zone for time points in (C) and (D). Solid lines are experimental data and dashed lines are droplet volume fraction profiles,
qd(x,t), calculated using the coarse-grained phase-transition model (all parameters listed in Table S1).
(F) Time-lapse images of cluster wave formation upon localized activation of FUSN-Cry2olig under the identical activation cycle used in (A). Scale bar, 10 mm. See
also Movie S3.
(G) Temporal evolution of integrated intensity density of clusters versus distance away from the activation zone for clusters in (F). Solid lines are experimental data.
Dashed lines are calculated droplet volume fraction profiles, qd(x,t), using coarse-grained phase-transition model (all parameters listed in Table S1).
See also Figures S5 and S6.

precisely controlling the spatial distribution of blue light, we may
achieve analogous local phase separation. Consistent with this
idea, when the corners of individual optoFUS cells were locally
illuminated, droplets rapidly assembled near the activation
zone, with a wave of droplet assembly propagating outward,
but only over a short range near the activation zone (Figures
5A and 5B; Movie S2). We further verified this observation with
single line activation, localized in time and space. When a line
pulse was applied to optoFUS cells, droplets immediately form

along the activation line. The width of cluster distribution was
maintained over a narrow band, before all droplets began disassembling within a few minutes (Figures 5C and 5E).
To quantitatively elucidate the dynamics of phase separation
upon localized activation, we developed a simplified coarsegrained model that is consistent with the mesoscale model
outlined above (see the STAR Methods). This model describes
the concentration of activated molecules, c(x), as well as the
droplets they nucleate, which are characterized by the single
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field variable qd(x,t) that represents the volume fraction of droplets within a given spatial volume. The model predicts that
the steady-state droplet profilepwidth
localized
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ for continuous
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
D=k2 ln½k1 E=ðcsat Dðk1 + k2 Þ Þ,
activation is given by: x0ss 
indicating
thatﬃ the primary factor is the reaction-diffusion length
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
scale, D=k2 , where D is the molecular diffusion coefficient in
cytoplasm (see the STAR Methods for derivation and definition
of E). Thus, diffusion of activated monomers will tend to oppose
localized droplet formation, while rapid reversion to the dark
state would sharpen droplet localization patterns. Numerical
simulations of the model support this physical picture by reproducing the evolution time and extent of experimentally-observed
droplet profiles, provided heterogeneous (seeded) nucleation
kinetics are employed (Figures 5B, 5E, and S5A); interestingly,
the observed behaviors are not consistent with homogeneous
nucleation (Figure S5A).
Our coarse-grained model predicts that the 5-fold slower inactivation rate (k2) and 5-fold lower Csat exhibited by FUSN-Cry2olig
relative to optoFUS would limit the ability to localize droplet assembly (Figures S5B and S6). Consistent with the model prediction, in FUSN-Cry2olig cells, clusters first rapidly appeared at the
localized activation zone, but a wave of cluster formation then
propagated slowly across the entire cell (Figures 5F and 5G;
Movie S3); a single line pulse activation also displayed a broader
cluster distribution than for optoFUS (Figures 5D and 5E). Moreover, cells expressing Cry2olig alone exhibited a long lag time,
followed by the concomitant appearance of clusters even far
away from the activation zone (Figures S5C–S5E). These data
demonstrate that localized phase separation depends critically
on the rapid growth conferred by the IDR, combined with the
relatively fast inactivation kinetics of Cry2WT.
Location in Phase Diagram Controls Material Properties
and Aging Potential of Clusters
Our data show that optoIDR constructs are capable of undergoing light-activatable phase separation, but it is unclear whether
the resulting clusters are liquid-like droplets, or more gel-like assemblies (Kato et al., 2012; Patel et al., 2015; Murakami et al.,
2015; Weber and Brangwynne, 2012; Zhang et al., 2015; Lin
et al., 2015; Molliex et al., 2015). Molecules within liquid phase
droplets undergo dynamic exchange with the surrounding solution (Brangwynne et al., 2009). To probe the molecular dynamics
of light-induced clusters, we performed fluorescence recovery
after photobleaching (FRAP) experiments, by bleaching the
mCherry signal (Figure 6A). For each of the cluster types assembled under weak light activation, we find a strong recovery of the
fluorescence signal, with nearly complete recovery for optoFUS
(84% ± 16% recovery) and optoHNRNPA1 (84% ± 8% recovery);
optoDDX4 clusters exhibit slightly less recovery (62% ± 9%
recovery). OptoFUS exhibits the fastest recovery timescale
(137 ± 10 s), followed by optoHNRNPA1 (344 ± 40 s) and optoDDX4 (476 ± 50 s). Together, these data suggest that clusters
formed upon blue light exposure are primarily liquid phase
droplets, but can exhibit partially gel-like character. Interestingly,
this behavior contrasts with the poor FRAP recovery of Cry2olig
and FUSN-Cry2olig clusters (Figure 6A, purple, brown circles),
which suggests that these are primarily gel-like structures.
This is consistent with the very low saturation concentration of
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FUSN-Cry2olig (Figure S7A) and the slow inactivation kinetics
conferred by Cry2olig.
Given these observations, we sought to determine if our
optoDroplet system could be used to probe the emerging link
between IDRs and liquid-to-solid transitions. In simple nonbiological systems, moving deep into the two-phase region,
corresponding to a high degree of supersaturation, can lead to
condensation of assemblies with arrested dynamics, typically
referred to as gels or glasses (Lu et al., 2008; Zaccarelli, 2007).
We tested whether such arrested dynamics could be induced
intracellularly, by exposing cells with similar optoFUS expression
levels to varying intensities of blue light, thus moving to different
depths beyond the phase boundary. For low light intensity such
as that used in Figure 6A (0.02 mW, see the STAR Methods),
which we refer to as ‘‘shallow’’ supersaturation, optoFUS cells
typically show no clustering during a long lag period of 100 s,
followed by relatively slow phase separation (Figure 6B). As the
light intensity increases, corresponding to increasing supersaturation, the lag period shortens; for sufficiently high blue light
activation (1.5 mW, similar to laser powers typically used for
low intensity GFP imaging), phase separation is initiated immediately after activation. Notably, shallow supersaturation conditions tend to give rise to relatively round droplet-like assemblies;
in contrast, deep supersaturation leads over time to the formation of structures with more irregular shapes (Figure 6C; Movie
S4). Small diffraction-limited puncta that appear immediately
upon blue light exposure grow in size over time, in large part
due to sticking to one another, forming highly branched, elongated structures (Figure 6D). FRAP measurements reveal that
most molecules within these gel-like clusters do not exchange
with the surrounding cytoplasm (Figure 6E). Indeed, as the supersaturation depth increases, the recovery fraction decreases,
implying a larger immobile/solid fraction (Figure 6F).
To further probe the nature of the clusters formed at different
locations within the phase diagram, we tested their disassembly
dynamics upon turning off blue light. First, we note that without
FUSN, clusters of Cry2WT only form in a small subset of cells
with high expression levels, but these disassemble relatively
quickly (Figures 6G and 6H, top row). Upon turning off blue light,
gel-like optoFUS clusters assembled from deep supersaturation
also shrink in size, while maintaining their overall irregular
morphology (Movie S5). However, they disassemble at a rate
2.2-fold slower than Cry2WT clusters, completely dissolving
only after 20 min (Figure 6H); this indicates that the selfassociating FUSN chains interact with sufficient strength to
significantly delay dissolution. By contrast, under the shallow
supersaturation condition, optoFUS droplets disassemble at a
rate 1.4-fold faster than for deeply supersaturated optoFUS
(Figures 6G and 6H; middle row). This suggests that the material
state of clusters impacts the disassembly rate.
Several recent studies have shown that in vitro IDP liquid
droplets undergo a transition into irreversible aggregates after
multiple cycles of assembly and disassembly or prolonged incubation (Murakami et al., 2015; Patel et al., 2015; Lin et al., 2015;
Molliex et al., 2015; Zhang et al., 2015). We find that when cells
expressing optoFUS undergo a sequence of repeated cycles
of shallow supersaturation, liquid-like optoFUS droplets fully
dissolve each time blue light is turned off, even after three or
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Figure 6. Material State and Reversibility of Light-Induced Clusters
(A) FRAP recovery curves for optoIDRs and Cry2olig variants. Cells were activated every 6 s for 10 min with weak blue light (0.02 mW except for optoDDX4 and
FUSN-Cry2olig where 20% and 70% further reduced powers are used to account for their lower Csat) to induce phase separation. Error bars, SD (n = 7–14).
(B) Normalized integrated intensities of light-induced optoFUS clusters for three different supersaturation depths (see the STAR Methods) after initiating blue light
activation (time 0). Cells with similar expression levels are used. Integrated intensities were normalized with final values.
(C) Distinct morphology of phase separated optoFUS clusters for shallow (top) and deep (bottom) supersaturation. Cell outlines are indicated with dashed lines.
Scale bar, 5 mm. See also Movie S4.
(D) Time-lapse images of optoFUS clusters forming upon deep supersaturation. Scale bar, 3 mm. See also Movie S4.
(E) Example images of FRAP measurement for optoFUS gels. An optoFUS cell was activated every 6 s for 10 min with ‘‘deep’’ blue light condition. White dashed
line indicates bleached area. Scale bar, 2 mm.
(F) FRAP recovery curves of optoFUS clusters formed with varying supersaturation depths. The result for shallow activation is a replica of (A). Error bars, SD (n = 8
for both intermediate and deep).
(G) Example images of Cry2WT and optoFUS cells under sequential cycles of assembly and disassembly. Cells are exposed to indicated blue light activation
condition for 10 min to assemble clusters and then incubated in the absence of blue light for 25 min. Cell images before and after activation as well as at the end of
each disassembly cycle are shown. Expression levels of these cells are similar. Scale bar, 10 mm.
(H) Normalized number of clusters during disassembly cycles for cells in (G). The number of clusters for disassembly cycles was normalized with an initial cluster
number for each cycle. FUSN-Cry2olig data was added for comparison. Circles, squares, and triangles indicate the first, second, and third cycle, respectively.
See also Figure S7.

more cycles (Figures 6G, 6H, and S7B). By contrast, when optoFUS cells are subjected to cycles of deep supersaturation, some
clusters appear to remain as early as the end of the second cycle

(Figure 6G). By the third cycle, 20% of clusters were not
fully dissolved (Figures 6G, 6H, and S7B). Concomitantly, the
disassembly rate of gel-like clusters gradually slows down over
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subsequent cycles (Figure 6H). When tested up to five cycles,
the number of remaining clusters increases progressively for
each cycle (Movie S5). These aggregates are truly irreversible:
after the cessation of light activation cycles, they remain assembled for at least 6 hr (Figure S7C).
One possible interpretation of these results is that irreversible
cluster formation results from photophysical effects associated
with light-sensitive Cry2WT. However, in control experiments
under the same ‘‘deep’’ cyclic activation conditions, we do not
observe any residual clusters for Cry2WT (no FUS fusion) constructs (Figure 6G). Nonetheless, we note that under longer
activation conditions (after 3 hr of the high intensity illumination
used for deep activation conditions), irreversible clusters can
be induced in cells expressing Cry2WT alone (Figure S7D);
when quantitatively compared, optoFUS forms irreversible aggregates at least 6-fold faster than Cry2WT (Figures S7F and
S7G). Another possibility is that deep supersaturation conditions
develop irreversible aggregates simply because more material
has assembled into each cluster. However, we find that even
when the total amount of phase-separated material is smaller
than in cells with liquid droplets, cycles through the gel state
robustly induce accumulation of irreversible aggregates (Figures
S7E–S7G); this is consistent with the gel state providing a crucible for promoting irreversible aggregate formation. Interestingly,
in cells expressing FUSN-Cry2olig, irreversible clusters remain
after just a single round of assembly (Figure 6H). Because
FUSN-Cry2olig clusters form gels even under shallow activation
conditions (Figure 6A), prolonged incubation of molecules in the
gel state due to the slow inactivation rate of Cry2olig may be
enough to induce irreversible aggregate formation, even from a
single activation cycle.
DISCUSSION
In this study, we have shown that phase transitions can be
spatiotemporally controlled and probed within living cells using
light. Our results show that the sticky IDRs of FUS, HNRNPA1,
and DDX4 promote classical liquid-liquid phase separation
within the cytoplasm of cultured cells, resulting in intracellular
droplets that exhibit clear liquid signatures. Moreover, by precisely controlling the location within phase space, we identify
and access additional material states of condensed intracellular
phases, in particular more solid-like gels, which appear to age
and nucleate irreversible aggregates. We also highlight physical
parameters necessary for localized phase transitions, potentially
used by cells to control the subcellular localization of membraneless organelles.
The technique we have developed for controlling intracellular
phase transitions is based on mimicking multivalent RNA binding
proteins by fusing self-associating IDRs with a light-activatable
Cry2(WT) motif. However, we note that other variants are likely
possible (e.g., by fusing RNA binding domains to Cry2(WT)
or fusing IDRs to other photoswitchable proteins) (Tischer
and Weiner, 2014), which could be used to alter the assembly
dynamics, wavelength-dependence, and material properties of
these optoDroplets variants. Another potential strategy is to multimerize light-activatable motifs, which will have likely applications in controlling signaling clusters (Li et al., 2012). However,
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it is likely that in order to recruit the full complement of proteins
and RNA found within endogenous bodies, it may be necessary
to fuse light-activatable domains to the full length protein.
Our approach is inspired by native mechanisms cells use to
control phase transitions, which appear to be regulated in two
distinct but complementary ways: (1) changing the concentration of molecules (e.g., by protein translation, altered degradation, or nucleocytoplasmic shuttling), and (2) changing their
intermolecular interaction strengths (e.g., through PTMs, particularly phosphorylation that deposits a negative charge on the S,
T, or Y residues that are common to IDRs driving phase separation). Indeed, FUS and HNRNPA1 are found in stress granules,
one type of membrane-less body whose assembly depends on
PTMs and protein concentration (Kedersha et al., 1999; Tourrière
et al., 2003) and that have been suggested to assemble by regulated intracellular phase separation (Wippich et al., 2013; Molliex
et al., 2015; Patel et al., 2015). The assembly of other structures
such as P granules, DDX4 puncta, and nucleoli also appear to be
controlled through a combination of PTMs and protein concentration levels, which would similarly allow cells to move their
cytoplasm into different regions of a high-dimensional phase
diagram.
By dynamically tuning such protein interactions with light, we
have achieved an unprecedented level of control over intracellular phase space, which we exploit to study the phase diagram
within living cells. Focusing on assemblies driven by the N-terminal IDR of FUS, we find that varying the degree of supersaturation depth leads to clusters spanning different material states,
ranging from liquid droplets to gels. Shallow supersaturation of
optoFUS leads to liquid droplets, similar to those observed
both in vitro and in vivo with FUS, HNRNPA1, DDX4, and other
proteins. However, deep supersaturation results in the formation
of gels, which exhibit minimal molecular dynamics and highly
irregular aggregate-like morphologies.
These assemblies are reminiscent of gel-like structures previously observed in vitro for a variety of globular proteins (Dumetz
et al., 2008; Muschol and Rosenberger, 1997). Notably, lysozyme, a well-folded protein whose phase behavior has been
extensively studied in vitro, can undergo liquid-liquid phase
separation, and deep within the two phase region can also
exhibit arrested phase separation, with the condensed material
forming a solid-like gel network (Cardinaux et al., 2007). The
gel appears to represent a kinetically trapped state arising
from the slow relaxation between strongly interacting molecules,
rather than a thermodynamically favored state. Consistent with
this, other reports have suggested that over time such gels can
develop into crystals and fibers (Muschol and Rosenberger,
1997; Bucciantini et al., 2002).
Our data are thus in good agreement with a number of studies
on the gelation of in vitro protein solutions. We have shown
evidence that multiple cycles of intracellular optoFUS gel assembly lead to accumulation of irreversible aggregates. These
findings echo a recent in vitro study, which showed that FUS
hydrogels become irreversible after either long incubation or
multiple temperature cycles (Murakami et al., 2015); similar cycle-dependent irreversibility was also seen with the ALS-related
protein HNRNPA1 (Molliex et al., 2015). The irreversible gel
showed amyloid-like fiber morphologies, similar to inclusions
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Figure 7. Model for Intracellular Phase Space
Conversion of molecular species from a weak self-association state to a high
self-association state (e.g., through post-translational modification or exposure
of RNA in RNP complexes) leads to liquid-liquid phase separation. When the
depth is shallow, this process follows the green path to produce liquid droplets (i).
Deep supersaturation along the red path results in the formation of solid-like gels
with arrested molecular dynamics (ii). Gels are initially reversible, but slow dynamics within promote the formation of irreversible aggregates over time (iii).

liquid-liquid phase separation, or for higher supersaturation
can result in gelation. This is particularly interesting given many
recent studies demonstrating membrane-less organelles with
at least partially solid-like properties (i.e., viscoelasticity). For
example, both nucleoli and stress granules have recently been
reported to have a core-shell structure, where gel-like cores
are engulfed by a dynamic liquid-like shell (Jain et al., 2016; Feric
et al., 2016). Indeed, large variations in the immobile fraction of
stress granule proteins are often measured in FRAP experiments
(Guil et al., 2006; Mollet et al., 2008), and in some cases stress
granules begin to resemble irregularly shaped gels (Kroschwald
et al., 2015). We hypothesize that these apparent differences in
the material state of native structures reflect different depths
into the cytoplasmic phase diagram (Figure 7). This ability to
tune material states by moving within the phase diagram is likely
exploited by cells, because highly dynamic liquid-like states may
be useful as microreactors, while gel-like structures would provide an ideal storage environment. However, our data suggest
that assembling such arrested, gel-like structures deep within
the phase diagram comes with the danger of producing potentially toxic species, due to irreversible aggregation and fibrillization. Exploring intracellular phase space with variants of our
optoDroplet system will shed light on the strategies used by cells
to organize the cytoplasm for proper function while also minimizing the associated danger of pathological aggregation.
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EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS
Cell culture
NIH 3T3 cells were cultured in 10% FBS (Atlanta Biological) in DMEM (GIBCO) supplemented with penicillin, streptomycin and
GlutaMAX (Thermo) at 37 C with 5% CO2 in a humidified incubator.
METHOD DETAILS
Plasmid construction
DNA fragments encoding IDRs of human FUS (residues 1-214) and human HNRNPA1 (residues 186-320) were amplified by PCR using FUS cDNA (GeneCopoeia) and pET9d-hnRNP-A1 (Addgene), respectively. A gene for the IDR of human DDX4 (residues 1-236)
was synthesized (Integrated DNA Technologies). Sequences for mCherry and Cry2olig (Addgene) were cloned into the pHR lentiviral
backbone to generate the pHR-mCh-Cry2olig plasmid. A site-directed mutagenesis (NEB) was then performed to produce the
Cry2WT version. For IDR-fusion Cry2 plasmids, DNA fragments encoding the IDRs were inserted into the linearized pHR-mChCry2WT (or Cry2olig) backbone using In-Fusion Cloning Kit (Takara). The resulting constructs were fully sequenced to confirm the
absence of unwanted substitutions.
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Construction of stable cell lines
To produce stable cell lines expressing Cry2 fusion constructs, lentiviral constructs were transfected with FuGENE (Promega),
following the manufacturer’s recommended protocol, into 293T cells that had been plated in the 6-well dishes 1 day prior to the transfection. Viral supernatants were collected 2 d after transfection and passed through a 0.45-mm filter to remove cell debris. NIH 3T3
cells plated at 70% confluency in the 6-well dishes were infected by adding 0.4 – 1 mL of filtered viral supernatant directly to the cell
medium. Viral medium was replaced with normal growth medium 24 hr after infection.
Live cell imaging
35-mm glass-bottom dishes (MatTek) were coated for 20 min with 0.25 mg/ml fibronectin (Thermo) and then washed twice with PBS
(pH 7.4, Thermo). Cells were plated on the fibronectin coated dish and grown typically overnight in normal growth medium to reach
50% confluency. Just prior to imaging, the medium was replaced with imaging medium consisting of 2% FBS in HBSS (Corning
cellgro). All live cell imaging was performed using 60X oil immersion objective (NA 1.4) on a Nikon A1 laser scanning confocal microscope equipped with a temperature stage at 37 C. For global activation, cells were imaged typically by use of two laser wavelengths
(488 nm for Cry2 activation /560 nm for mCherry imaging). To execute activation protocols with varying activation intervals, the repetitive ON/OFF cycle was applied by varying the length of OFF time (the activation duration, ta , was fixed to 1 s in all measurements).
Localized activation experiments were performed using the stimulation setting where the blue laser scans only a designated region of
interest.
Estimation of absolute concentrations of mCh labeled constructs in cells
Recombinant mCherry (Biovision) was reconstituted to 1 mg/ml ( = 34.7 mM) and a series of dilutions were imaged with identical imaging conditions used for 3T3 cells with mCh labeled constructs. A standard curve relating pixel intensity, I, to concentration, [mCh],
was obtained, yielding I = a[mCh] with a = 36 /pixel/mM. With this conversion factor, we estimated the intracellular concentration of
mCh labeled constructs used in our study ranging from 0.2 - 13 mM and the saturation concentration of optoFUS (FUSN-Cry2WT) and
FUSN-Cry2olig to be 1.4 mM and 0.3 mM, respectively.
Control of supersaturation depth by modulating blue light intensity
We found that blue light mediated activation of Cry2 is highly sensitive and even the lowest 440 or 488 nm laser setting in our
confocal microscope, corresponding to 0.1 mW (measured with optical power meter PM100D, Thorlabs), is sufficient to drive
rapid phase separation of optoIDR constructs. To further decrease blue light intensity, 440 nm activation is used in conjunction
with the dichroic mirror for 488 nm, leading to 50-fold attenuation in blue light intensity at the specimen plane. With this method,
a broad range of the 440 nm laser power was delivered on the sample, covering three distinct activation conditions used in our
study to control supersaturation depths. The blue light power of 0.02 mW, 0.06 mW and 1.5 mW were used for shallow, intermediate and deep activation condition, respectively (Figures 6 and S7). We note that the reported blue light absorption of Cry2 at
488 nm is 70% of that at 440 nm (Banerjee et al., 2007) and the light dose curve (Figure 3D) corresponds to intermediate to deep
supersaturation conditions.
Fluorescence recovery after photobleaching (FRAP)
Cells were first globally activated by dual color imaging every 6 s for 10 min with an appropriate blue light intensity to reach a desirable supersaturation depth. Immediately after termination of the activation phase, light-induced clusters were bleached with a spot
of 1.5 mm in diameter and their fluorescence recovery was monitored while maintaining identical activation conditions used to
induce clustering. Intensity traces were collected using ImageJ, corrected for photobleaching and normalized with pre-bleaching
intensity.
QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
Statistical parameters are indicated in the legends of each figure, including the definitions of error bars (e.g., standard deviation (SD),
95% confidence intervals, etc) and the number experimental replication, denoted by ‘‘n.’’
Image analysis
Total concentrations of molecules as well as steady-state background concentrations outside clusters were measured from fluorescence images of cells using ImageJ (NIH), and corrected by subtracting background noises measured with areas absent from any
cells. Custom written MATLAB (Mathworks Inc) scripts were used for all other image analysis including detection of clusters and
quantification of assembly/disassembly dynamics. Briefly, raw images were Gaussian filtered to reduce high frequency noise and
then clusters were detected based on their peak intensity. Detected clusters in each movie were examined manually to confirm their
validity. Cell and nucleus peripheries were manually identified and only cytoplasmic clusters were analyzed subsequently. To quantify
the total amount of phase separated materials for each frame, all cytoplasmic pixel intensities three standard deviations above the
average background intensity outside clusters were integrated.
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Kinetic modeling of light activation
The analytic expression for steady-state average fractions of activated molecules under a given cyclic activation protocol (Figure 3B)
was solved to fit experimental data. First, the first-order light activation model (shown in Figure 3A, rewritten here in a matrix form) was
solved for a single round of blue light ON/OFF.

 


d Finact
k1 k2
Finact
=
(1)
k1 k2
Fact
dt Fact
where Finact and Fact denote fractions of inactivated and activated molecules, respectively. In addition, k2 denotes an inactivation rate
constant and we refer to k1 as a forward reaction constant in order to distinguish it from an activation rate constant, kact, (k1 =
kact[blue], where [blue] is a blue light intensity). For the ON time, both activation and inactivation reactions occur but, during the
OFF time, only activated molecules convert to the inactivated state. For the activation protocol with the activation interval, T, and
the ON time, ta, the fractions of molecules in each state after the first round of ON/OFF cycle is given by,
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where P is a 2 X 2 matrix whose elements are functions of k1, k2, T, ta. After the n-th activation cycle, the fractions of molecules are then
simply given by the n-th power of P,




Finact
Finact
= Pn
:
(4)
Fact t = nT
Fact t = 0
Using matrix diagonalization,



Finact
Fact




= QLn Q1
t = nT

Finact
Fact


(5)
t=0

where Q is a 2 X 2 matrix whose columns are eigenvectors of P and L is a 2 X 2 diagonal matrix with eigenvalues of P. Solving Equation 5 leads to the fraction of activated molecules after the n-th cycle,
ðFact Þt = nT =


k1 eðk1 + k2 Þta  1 
1  enðk2 T + k1 ta Þ :
k1 + k2 ek2 T + k1 ta  1

(6)

At steady state, the fraction of activated molecules after the disassembly (OFF) phase is thus given as
ðFact;st ÞOFF =

k1 eðk1 + k2 Þta  1
:
k1 + k2 ek2 T + k1 ta  1

(7)

Since there are still oscillations in the fractions of molecules even at steady state due to repeated cycles of ON and OFF phases
(Figures S2A–S2C), we computed average fractions of molecules, time averaging over single ON/OFF cycle at steady state, to fit the
steady-state fraction of inactivated molecules, ðFinact;st Þav = 1  ðFact;st Þav, (Figure 3D),



k1 eðk1 + k2 Þta  1 ta  k2 ðTta Þ
1
ta
1

e
+

:
(8)
ðFact;st Þav =

1
k1 + k2 ek2 T + k1 ta  1 T
ðk1 + k2 ÞT Tðeðk1 + k2 Þta  1Þ k2 T
For continuous activation ðT = ta Þ, this expression reduces to a simple form,
ðFact;st Þav =

k1
:
k1 + k2

(9)

Thus, steady-state fractions of Cry2 states are solely dependent on kinetic rates and activation protocols. Together with the simple
relation (Cbg,st = Finact,stCtot + Csat) described in the main text, the model predicts that the steady-state background concentration will
exhibit, under a fixed activation protocol, a linear dependence on the total concentration in the cell, with a y intercept equal to the
saturation concentration (Figure 3C). Direct measurement of Cbg,st and Ctot from fluorescence images of individual cells allows quantification of kinetic rates as well as saturation concentration.
Mesoscale model for light-induced liquid-liquid phase separation
The interaction parameters cij in the ternary regular solution free energy equation, shown in the main text, are chosen such that for
sufficient concentration of activated B molecules, the system undergoes a phase transition from a uniformly mixed fluid to a mixture
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of B-rich (droplet) and B-poor (background) phases (Figure 3F). Dynamics of the dimensionless molecular concentration fields fi are
assumed to be diffusive, while laser-induced activation and spontaneous inactivation processes are treated as first-order chemical
reactions, consistent with the kinetic framework described in the main text and in the kinetic modeling section above;
dF
r Þ = MA V 2
 k1 ð!
r ; tÞfA + k2 fB + hA
vt fA ð!
dfA

dF
vt fB ð!
r Þ = MB V2
+ k1 ð!
r ; tÞfA  k2 fB + hB :
dfB

(10)

r ; tÞ, k2 are the rate parameters in the first order chemical reaction
Here Mi is the mobility of species i, t is dimensionless time, and k1 ð!
k1

A % B. The last term in Equation 10 accounts for molecular-scale processes in a stochastic way, by averaging them into uncorrek2

!
!
! !
lated Gaussian fluctuations specified by mean hhi i = 0 and correlation hhi ðr1 ; t1 Þhi ðr2 ; t2 Þi =  2kB TMi V,Vdðr1  r2 Þdðt1  t2 Þ.
Interestingly, the phase diagram for the ternary regular solution system suggests that the saturation concentration may actually
vary with the total concentration, depending on the shape of the phase boundary (the left-hand side of green phase boundary in Figure 3F). Nonetheless, an analysis of this effect shows good agreement with our observations of a clear concentration threshold for
phase separation (Figures S3B and S3C).
Coarse-grained model for localized light-induced phase separation
Our coarse-grained model for droplet kinetics under localized activation describes how the local volume fraction of droplet phase,
qd(x,t), evolves in concert with the concentration of activated molecules in the background phase, Cact,bg(x,t). Averaging over y and
z directions for a simplified 1D description, the model reads
dc
d2 c
dqd
= D 2 + k1 ðx; tÞ½1  ctot ðx; tÞ  k2 cðx; tÞð1  qd Þ  ðcd  cÞ
dt
dt
dx

dqd dqgd
=
 k2 qd
dt
dt
3
2 t
Z
dqgd d 4
4p
=
dt0 Jðt0 Þ R3 ðt  t0 Þ5
dt dt
3

(11)

0

where D is the diffusion coefficient of activated molecules in the background phase, and the concentrations of activated molecules
are all scaled by the initial uniform concentration of inactivated molecules, C0 (expression level). These are c = Cact,bg(x,t)/C0 in the
background phase, cd = Cact,d/C0 in the droplet phase in equilibrium, and ctot(x,t) = c(1qd)+cdqd in total. The first equation quantifies
how, upon localized activation (2nd term R.H.S.), the accumulation of activated molecules is opposed by three factors: i) diffusive
spreading (1st term R.H.S.), ii) by inactivation (3rd term R.H.S) and iii) the nucleating and growing droplet phase acting as a sink
(4th term R.H.S.).
The second equation describes how the droplet phase changes over time; it can grow and shrink. The rate of shrinkage is assumed
to be equal to the inactivation rate. The third equation represents the growth of the droplet phase; the growing droplet phase, qgd , is
given by the integral of the droplet nucleation rate J(t) multiplied by the volume of droplet phase V = 4pR3(t)/3, where R is droplet
radius. J(t) is determined from classical nucleation theory for both heterogeneous Jhet(t) and homogeneous Jhom(t) nucleation mechanisms. R(t) is assumed to follow diffusion-limited growth kinetics, where dR/dt = DS(t)/R and S(t) = S0(c  csat) is the supersaturation
with prefactor S0. Parameters used in the simulation are listed in Tables S1 and S2.
Heterogeneous nucleation was treated in Equation 11 by assigning Jhet(t) = nd(t), where n is the density of nucleation sites and d(t) is
the Dirac delta function. A fixed number of droplets, set by n, thus instantaneously nucleate at the time at which c(x) first reaches csat.
For homogeneous nucleation, we employed the 3D field-theoretic steady-state nucleation rate (Langer and Schwartz, 1980; Sagui
2
3 6 2=3
and Grant, 1999), which in dimensionless form is Jhom ðtÞ = 4p
c0 S ðtÞ½1 + SðtÞ3:55 e1=S ðtÞ where c0 = ð4pglc2 =3kB TÞ1=2 and g is the surface tension. The characteristic length in this representation is the capillary length lc = 2gvm =kB T, where vm is the molecular volume,
and the characteristic time is tc = lc2 =Dceq ðNÞvm , where ceq ðNÞ is the solute concentration infinitely far away from a planar interface in
2
equilibrium. Homogeneous nucleation rates decrease dramatically with local supersaturation ðJhom  e1=S Þ, which leads to greatly
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enhanced nucleation and growth within and near the activation zone (Figure S5A). For the physical conditions relevant to this study,
the droplet profile width during homogeneous nucleation was found to remain on the order of the width of the activation zone itself
(Figure S5A).
Analytical solution procedures
When condensation of activated molecules into droplets is not too strong and/or rapid relative to diffusive spreading (dqd =dt/0
and/or cd qd  1), Equation 11 reduces to the evolution equation for a diffusing concentration field c(x,t) with first-order decay
and a saturating zeroth-order source,
dc
d2 c
= D 2 + k1 ðxÞð1  cÞ  k2 c:
dt
dx

(12)

For k1 ðxÞ = k1 over –L < x < L and k1 ðxÞ = 0 otherwise, with boundary conditions dcðN; tÞ=dx = 0 (no walls), the steady-state solution
obtained by separation of variables is
8
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pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
where k = k1 =ðk1 + k2 Þ, l0 = l01 ; l1 = l11 ; l + = l0 + l1 , l = l0  l1 , l0 = D=k2 ; and l1 = D=ðk1 + k2 Þ.
The time for cðx; tÞ/css ðxÞ is on the order of 1=k2 . If significant droplet growth has not occurred by this time, we may approximate
the maximum width xoss of the droplet forming zone as that corresponding to the extent over which css ðxÞ exceeds csat . Applying this
reasoning and solving css ðx RLÞ = csat for x gives

kE
+L
(14)
x0ss = l0 ln
csat l1
where E = ð2l0 el1 L  l el1 L  l + e3l1 L Þ=ðl2 el1 L  l2+ e3l1 L Þ; and 2L is the width of the activation zone.
Numerically simulated steady-state qd profiles are well-described by this expression when the c/css limit is sufficiently realized
(generally, large k2, csat / small D, k1; see below). Results indicate that this limit is not fully realized in optoFUS and FUSN-Cry2olig
systems, as diffusive spreading and droplet growth are found to occur on comparable timescales, but Equation 14 nonetheless provides physical insight and fair quantitative
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ guidance. For example, it indicates that the width of the droplet-forming zone is primarily
controlled by the length scale l0 = D=k2 , with somewhat weaker dependences on k1 and csat which enter only within the logarithm.
It also reasonably predicts a ratio of olig to WT profile widths of 3.5:1. The 5-fold difference in k2 accounts for a factor of
2 (l0  25 mm versus 60 mm), and the 4-to-5-fold difference in csat contributes another factor of 1.5.
A fully time-dependent solution for c(x, t) can be obtained for the case in which the effect of k1 is replaced with the time-dependent
boundary condition cð0; tÞ = c0 ð1  elt Þ. This is approximately the behavior expected within the activation zone, where c saturates to
some maximum value c0 over a timescale 1=l z1=k1 . The solution for c(x, t) obtained by Laplace transforms (Van Genuchten and
Alves, 1982) is
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(15)

pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
where U = 2 Dk2 , W = 2 Dðk2  lÞ, and l z k1 . The value of c0 can be taken as that given by Equation 13 at x = 0.
A fully time-dependent solution for c(x, t) under single pulse conditions can also be straightforwardly obtained if the effect of k1 is
approximated by the instantaneous activation at t = 0 of a fixed number of molecules M  k1 ta per p
cross-sectional
area Ayz, in the
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
form of a delta function profile at x = 0. The standard solution cðx; tÞ = Mexp ðx2 =4Dt  k2 tÞ=ðC0 Ayz 4pDt Þ can be equated to csat
and solved for x to obtain the time-evolution of the maximum droplet profile width,
sﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ﬃ
 

w2
0
x ðtÞ = 2Dt ln
(16)
 2k2 t
4pc2sat Dt
where w = M=C0 Ayz  k1 ta . The extremum of x0 ðtÞ is the maximum possible droplet profile width,
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x0max =

l0 pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
WðGÞ½WðGÞ + 2
2

(17)

where W is the Lambert-W or omega function, G = w2 =ðpec2sat l02 Þ, and w  k1 ta is the amount of molecules activated per unit of
cross-sectional area by the initial pulse. Similar to Equation 14, this expression yields a ratio of olig to WT profile widths of 3.5-4:1.
P
j1 j
The asymptotic behavior of W(a) for a /0 is given by its Taylor series as WðaÞ = N
a =j!. Thus to lowest order WðaÞ  a,
j = 1 ðjÞ
p
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
such that one may roughly approximate x0max  k1 ta = 2pecsat for small a = k1 k2 ta =Dcsat . For large a, W(a) is asymptotic to
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
WðaÞ = ln a  lnðln aÞ + Oð1Þ, very roughly giving x0max  l0 lnðk1 ta =l0 pecsat Þ. This expression may be compared to Equation 14
for continuous activation. The effects of hard wall boundaries can also be accounted for with standard solution methods.
Model Parameterization
The procedures used to quantify the physical parameters that enter the model of Equation 11 are outlined in this section. A diffusion
constant D = 6:5 mm2 =s was employed based on known values for other intracellular proteins such as GFP, which are typically on the
order of 1  100 mm2 =s. Values of k1 and k2 were determined from experiments and the kinetic model as described in the main text.
The ratio cd =csat 25 – 100 was taken to correspond to the measured average intensities of the droplet and background phases,
respectively, for a given system. While maintaining this ratio, the particular values for each parameter were scaled such that
c0;inact =csat  cd =c0;inact for the optoFUS system. The supersaturation prefactor S0 was estimated from typical observed droplet
growth rates. Roughly, if droplets of size R 1 mm appear within a time of t 10 s, then the expression for diffusion-limited growth
implies S0  R2 =2Dt  0:005. The heterogeneous nucleation site density n is estimated to correspond to the typical density of
droplets, which is on the order of 1=ð2 mmÞ3 or 0:1 mm3 . The homogeneous nucleation rate prefactor c0 = ð4pglc2 =3kB TÞ1=2  2
is obtained from kB T = 4 31021 J, lc = 2gvm =kB T  3 nm, g  105 J=m2 , and vm  531025 m3 . The latter two values are obtained
on general physical grounds; g  kB T=x2 and vm  4pðx=2Þ3 =3, where x  10 nm is a typical molecular length scale for proteins.
The characteristic homogeneous nucleation time is estimated as tc = lc2 =Dceq ðNÞvm  0:002 s, where ceq ðNÞ  600 mm3 is obtained from an estimated molar concentration of 1 mM within the background phase.
Scaling of droplet profile width with physical parameters
To assess the regimes of validity of the equation for the steady-state droplet profile width, systematic variations in the steady-state
droplet profile were examined as a function of k1, k2, D, n, S0, csat, and cd for a parameterization similar to that of optoFUS (Figure S6).
Many features can be understood from inspection of Equation 14, which is also quoted in the main text. In general, the scalings predicted by Equation 14 are observed in the regimes for which cðx; tÞ/css ðxÞ before significant droplet growth occurs (1/k2 sufficiently
small). Deviations grow as the timescales for these two processes become similar and growth begins to diminish profile widths.
d

d

d

d

d
d

d

k1: A minimum k1 exists below which css(0) < csat and droplets do not appear. This value can be determined from Equation 14
and/or (13). Above this value, xss  ln k1 initially, as given by Equation 14, and then plateaus/saturates l0 at large k1 due to the
saturation effect built in via k1 ð1  ctot Þ, also reflected in Equationp14.
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
D: For small D, the profile width is limited by spreading and xss  D as given by Equation 14. The width then peaks/plateaus
at intermediate D as the maximum value of c(x), roughly given by css(0), begins to decrease. Eventually, css(0) approaches
and then falls below csat, reducing xss back toward 0 at some maximum value of D that can be determined from Equation 14
and/or (13).
k2 : A maximum k2 exists, above which css(0) < csat and droplets do not appear. This value can be determined from Equation 14
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
and/or (13). Below this value, xss  1= k2 initially, as given by Equation 14, since spreading rather than droplet-induced depletion limits the profile width. For sufficiently small k2, the timescale for growth becomes  1=k2 , and the profile width saturates to
a value set by the growth rate alone.
csat : A maximum csat exists, above which css(0) < csat and droplets do not appear. This value can be determined from Equation 14 and/or (13). As csat decreases, xss  ln csat initially, as given by Equation 14. The width eventually plateaus at some
ss
value >l0 that is determined by the magnitude of cd and the profile width threshold value (qd = 0:025 for the x0:025
data shown).
ss
cd : Similar to csat, x  ln cd over the range of meaningful cd values (cd %csat is unphysical).
pﬃﬃﬃ
n : For large n, profile width is limited by the rapid rate of growth and follows xss  1= n (n is roughly analogous to k2 in the
ss
explicit evolution equations). With decreasing n, x eventually plateaus  l0 as the timescale for growth becomes [1=k2 and
steady-state spreading controls profile width.
S0 : S0 is roughly analogous to n and k2 in the explicit evolution equations, and its scaling behavior can be understood
accordingly.

Numerical methods
The mesoscale model evolution equations, Equation 10, were solved using explicit Forward Euler time stepping on a uniform numerical grid with periodic boundary conditions. Laplacian operators were computed in Fourier space via standard FFT methods. A numerical grid spacing Dx = 1, and time step Dt = 0:005 were employed, with li = 0:7; Mi = 1, and kB T = 13108 .
The coarse-grained model evolution equations, Equation 11, were also solved on a uniform numerical grid using explicit Forward
Euler time stepping, with Laplacian operators computed in real space via the second-order central finite difference discretization.
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Mirror boundary conditions were employed to model closed finite systems with hard wall boundaries. For heterogeneous nucleation
with diffusion-limited growth, Equation 11, was written in rate law form as dR=dt = DSðtÞ=R or dV 1=3 =dt = ð4p=3Þ2=3 DSðtÞ=V 1=3 and
iterated implicitly in time as

qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1 1=3
1=3
2=3
(18)
Vi ðt + DtÞ = Vi ðtÞ + V i ðtÞ + bDSi ðtÞ
2
where i = ½1; 2; /; Nx  denotes the spatial grid index and b = 4Dtð4p=3Þ2=3 . The relation dqd =dt = ndV=dt was then employed to update the droplet volume fraction as qd;i ðt + DtÞ = qd;i ðtÞ + n½Vi ðt + DtÞ  Vi ðtÞ.
For homogeneous nucleation with diffusion-limited growth, the integral in Equation 11 was discretized and evaluated as follows.
The density of droplets nucleated at grid index i over time Dt was computed from the mean-field classical nucleation rate as
2
2=3
Jhom Dt = ð3=4pÞDtc60 Si ðtÞ½1 + Si ðtÞ3:55 e1=Si ðtÞ and stored in a two-dimensional array Qi;j of size Nx 3tfinal =Dt. The growth of each
droplet population within this array was then updated at each Dt according to the diffusion-limited growth law described above
for heterogeneous nucleation. The total change in qd at i is given by the sum over the growth of each population belonging to the
history of slice i,
qd;i ðt + DtÞ = qd;i ðtÞ +

tX
+ Dt

½Qi;j ðt + DtÞ  Qi;j ðtÞ:

(19)

j=0

In all simulations, the droplet growth rate was set to zero over any time interval in which the supersaturation S(t) was not positive.
Typical numerical parameters used were Dx = 1=2; Dt %0:01 (or 0.01/D for large D), and Nx = 1000.
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Supplemental Figures

Figure S1. OptoIDR Constructs Show Signatures of Phase Separation, Related to Figures 1 and 2
(A) Assembly dynamics of optoFUS droplets in nucleus is visually consistent with Ostwald ripening. At time 0, blue light activation was initiated. Droplets that fade
away over time are highlighted with red arrowheads. A white dashed line indicates nuclear periphery, scale bar = 5 mm.
(B and C) Blue light intensity dependence of optoDDX4 (B) and optoHNRNPA1 (C) droplet formation. OptoIDR cells were exposed to a sequence of increasing
intensity of blue light. (Top) Cells exposed to very weak blue light power showed no droplet formation over 13 min. (Middle) Increasing blue light intensity 2 fold
lead to slow nucleation and growth of droplets only in cells with high expression levels. (Bottom) Further increasing activation power resulted in an immediate
onset of clustering in many cells. Scale bars, 30 mm (B, 10 mm in insets) and 20 mm (C, 5 mm in insets).
(D and E) Images of optoDDX4 (D) and optoHNRNPA1 (E) cells with varying expression levels (numeric values on the left, a.u.) exposed to identical activation
conditions. Scale bars = 10 mm.

Figure S2. The Cyclic Activation Protocol Used to Quantify Csat and Kinetic Rate Constants for Light-Induced Phase Separation, Related to
Figure 3
(A) Example temporal profiles of activated molecule fractions calculated with three different activation rates (see the STAR Methods). Profiles from different
activation intervals, T, are plotted with different colors. Black lines are average fractions of activated molecules at steady state, plotted based on the analytic
expression. Further increasing the activation rate above k1 = 5 s-1 does not change profiles since the activation rate is already high enough to populate the
activated state fully during the blue light ON phase. k2 = 0.01 s-1 and ta = 1 s are used.
(B) Representative time-lapse images of optoFUS cells for two different activation intervals. Scale bar, 10 mm.
(C) Temporal evolution of background concentrations outside clusters, Cbg, for cells in (B). Red dots denote time points when cell images are taken and blue
dashed lines represent time points for blue light activation.
(D) Characterization of Csat for optoDDX4. The cyclic activation protocol identical to one used for optoFUS (Figures 3B and 3C) was applied to measure the
saturation concentration of optoDDX4. A solid line is a linear fit to data. The saturation concentration, y-intercept, is 2-fold lower than optoFUS (Figure 3C).

Figure S3. Light-Activated Liquid-Liquid Phase Separation in the Mesoscale Continuum Model Reproduces Experimental Observations,
Related to Figure 3
(A) Evolution of various average concentrations for the phase transition pathway highlighted in Figure 3F (red arrow), under a reaction cycling protocol analogous
to those employed in the experiments.
(B) Steady-state background concentration versus total concentration for three activation intervals. The linear fits (solid lines) all extrapolate to 0.03 at fA +
sat
sat
fB = 0, which corresponds with fB at fA = 0 (lower dashed line). The upper dashed line corresponds to fB at fA = 0.38, the binodal position at the highest
expression level considered.
=ðfA + fB), versus activation interval for three forward reaction rates k1. Open
(C) Fraction of inactivated molecules in the steady-state background phase, fbg;ss
A
symbols denote systems in which droplets do not form. Solid lines are 1 – (Fact,st)av predicted by the kinetic model (see Equation 8 in the STAR Methods), with no
free parameters. In all simulations, the initial condition was a homogeneous liquid with fB = 0.03, and the ON portion of the activation interval was fixed at 2.5t.
Droplet nucleation between the binodal and spinodal boundaries was facilitated by a stochastic droplet seeding algorithm based on classical nucleation theory in
the mean-field limit.

Figure S4. Slower Inactivation Kinetics of FUSN-Cry2olig Compared to optoFUS, Related to Figure 4
The cyclic activation protocol identical to one used for optoFUS (Figure 3D) was applied to FUSN-Cry2olig cells to characterize inactivation kinetics. Fractions
of inactivated molecules for various activation intervals are plotted. A blue laser intensity of 0.3 mW is used and data for optoFUS (a replica of Figure 3D for the
same blue light power) are shown for comparison. A solid line is a fit using the kinetic model with a fixed k1 of measured value for optoFUS, yielding k2 = 0.002 ±
0.0008 s-1. Error bars are SD.

Figure S5. Physical Parameters Governing Localized Phase Separation, Related to Figure 5
(A) Temporal evolution of background activated molecule concentration, c(x,t), and cluster volume fraction, qd ðx; tÞ, for continuous localized activation of optoFUS
(top) and FUSN-Cry2olig (bottom), analogous to experiments in Figures 5A and 5F, calculated using the coarse grained phase transition model. Solid and dashed
lines indicate profiles for heterogeneous nucleation and homogeneous nucleation, respectively. Cluster volume fractions simulated for homogeneous nucleation
are highly confined near the activation zone. The cluster volume fraction data for heterogeneous nucleation are replicas of Figures 5B and 5G. Horizontal dotted
lines denote csat. All parameters (listed in Tables S1 and S2) except two, k2 and csat, are shared for both calculations.
(B) Schematic diagram illustrating the broadening effects of slower inactivation kinetics and lower Csat on the localized phase transition.
(C) Time-lapse images of Cry2olig for localized activation. The activation condition same as those for optoFUS and FUSN-Cry2olig in Figures 5A and 5F is used.
White dotted lines denote the activated zone. Scale bar, 10 mm.
(D) Temporal evolution of cluster number distribution over distances away from the activation zone for clusters in (C). Concomitant appearance of clusters on one
side of cell, apparently blocked by nucleus, is followed by cluster formation in the other side of cell at a later time. Note that cluster appearance for Cry2olig is
much slower than for optoFUS and FUSN-Cry2olig.
(E) Temporal evolution of droplet volume fraction distribution calculated from the coarse-grained phase transition model for localized activation of Cry2olig.
Parameters used are identical to those for FUSN-Cry2olig in (A) except S0 = 0.0005 rather than 0.005 (all other parameters are listed in Table S1).

Figure S6. Measures of the Steady-State Droplet Volume Fraction Profile qd(x) from the Coarse-Grained Phase Transition Model with
Heterogeneous Nucleation, Related to Figure 5
(A–F) Parameter-sweeps have been performed for continuous localized activation shown in Figure S5A using the coarse-grained phase transition model. Here,
explicit inactivation kinetics within the droplet phase is neglected (dqd/dt = dqdg/dt) for simplicity. Fixed parameters are those used for optoFUS, except D = 10,
ss
is the position at which qd(x) = 0.025, sss is the standard deviation of qd(x), qtot
cd = 1 and n = 0.2. x0:025
d is the total amount of droplet phase in the system, and qd(x =
0) is the maximum qd in steady-state, at the activation zone. Results from simulations with a system size, Lx, sufficiently large to be effectively infinite are shown
with closed symbols, and simulations with Lx = 50 mm are shown with open symbols. Solid lines in (A)-(D) are analytical results from Equation 14, in the limit
c(x,t) / css(x) and qd(x) / (css(x) – csat)/cd. Solid lines in (E)-(F) are qualitative fits to the general functional forms expected based on Equation 14. See the STAR
Methods for further detailed explanation.

Figure S7. The Gel State Promotes Formation of Irreversible Aggregates, Related to Figure 6
(A) Saturation concentration, Csat, versus fraction recovery in FRAP measurements. The saturation concentration of each construct is from measurements with
cyclic activation protocols (Figures 3C, 4C, and S2D). Values for fraction recovery are from FRAP data (Figure 6A). Error bars represent 95% confidence intervals
of fits (Csat) and SDs (fraction recovery in FRAP), respectively.
(B) Fractions of irreversible aggregates over each assembly/disassembly cycle for optoFUS and FUSN-Cry2olig. During assembly, cells were activated for 10 min
with corresponding activation conditions. For FUSN-Cry2olig, single cycle of assembly and disassembly is enough to produce irreversible aggregates. Data show
mean ± SD (n = 3 for each condition).
(C) Fluorescence images of optoFUS cells with irreversible aggregates in the absence of blue light. Cells first underwent 5 cycles of ‘‘deep’’ assembly/disassembly, under the identical condition as used in Figure 6G. Images were taken at the indicated time points (the end of fifth assembly is time 0). Scale bar = 10 mm.
(D) Cry2WT (no FUS fusion) forms irreversible aggregates after long activation cycles. For assembly cycle, a Cry2WT cell with similar expression level as those in
Figure 6G was activated for 1 hr with identical ‘‘deep’’ blue light condition.
(E) Schematic describing different experimental conditions used in Figures 6, S7F, and S7G. Experiments in Figure 6 were performed for cells with relatively high
expressions. Light induced phase transition on these cells leads to transitions in the phase diagram either from state a to b (shallow) or from a to c (deep). The total
amount of phase separated materials for deep activation is higher than for shallow activation. Deep activation on the low expression cells (a transition from state
d to e in the phase diagram) leads to similar amount of cluster formation as the shallow activation in high expression cells.
(F) Schematic illustrating activation procedures and measured parameters used in (G). To induce observable amount of irreversible aggregates in weakly expressing cells, the cluster assembly time is extended to 30 min. Integrated intensities of clusters at the end of the first assembly and the third disassembly are
plotted in (G).
(G) (Left) Even when the total amount of phase separated gels is comparable or smaller than that of liquid droplets, gels robustly form irreversible aggregates. As a
control, data from Cry2WT cells that undergo identical ‘‘deep’’ activation conditions are shown. Two black solid lines are linear fits to data (optoFUS ‘‘deep’’ and
Cry2WT ‘‘deep’’) and a dashed horizontal line denotes zero. (Right) Total intracellular concentrations of the optoFUS or Cry2WT constructs used for this
comparison.

